
SOLD OUT! ART ON FILM: SPENCER TUNICK and Naked World!

Season Premiere of a NEW series!

THIS EVENT IS SOLD OUT!

Presented by MBC and The Sagamore Hotel, "the ART Hotel"

A monthly series of films related to the world famous
art collection of the Sagamore Hotel...

The first month's artist: SPENCER TUNICK

This project is Guest Curated by Kimberly Marrero

Naked World
(documentary/Arlene Donnelly Nelson/2003)

Contemporary artist Spencer Tunick is widely celebrated for his elaborately posed installations of
multiple nude figures within interestingly select public settings. His temporary site-specific

installations have taken place across the globe in cities including Lyon, Melbourne, Mexico City, New
York and Barcelona to name a few. Tunick gathers legions of volunteers to take part in his elaborate

installations which in the past have drawn numbers well into the thousands. In 2001, the
documentary Naked States followed him as he photographed ordinary people nude in public places



throughout the 50 United States. His latest project is a global odyssey to photograph nudes on all
seven continents. Arlene Donnelly Nelson's follow-up documentary on Spencer Tunick follows the
artist as he invites thousands of people of all races, shapes and sizes out of their clothes and into

the streets for art's sake. Naked World is a visual odyssey that brings to light the unique vision of
the man behind the lens, one that portrays form and human beauty within unexpected but familiar

environments.

The film will be followed by
Q&A WITH ARTIST SPENCER TUNICK at MBC,

and afterwards a complimentary glass of wine
courtesy of Southern Wine & Spirits of South Florida,

at “Social Miami” in the Sagamore
(a few minutes walk from MBC).

"Social Miami" is also offering a 25% discount
on dinner for filmgoers, after the film!

Reservations (10:15pm or after)
required at (786) 594 3344.

To be IN Spencer Tunick’s Oct. 8th photo at The Sagamore
see below!...



THIS EVENT IS SOLD OUT!
Saturday, October 06, 2007 at 8:30 PM

Miami Beach Cinematheque
512 Espanola Way

Miami Beach, FL 33139
Phone: (305) 673-4567

Website: www.mbcinema.com
E-Mail: info@mbcinema.com

Map & Directions

There are no tickets available online for this event.
Please check with the box office for more information.
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